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A QUESTION OF KU¨HNAU
SAMUEL L. KRUSHKAL
Abstract. It is well known that the square is not a Strebel’s point (i.e., its extremal
Beltrami coefficient is not Teichmu¨ller). Many years ago, Reiner Ku¨hnau posed the question:
does there exist in the case of a“long” rectangle the corresponding holomorphic quadratic
differential?
We prove that the answer is negative for any bounded convex quadrilateral and establish
a stronger result for rectangles.
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1. EXTREMAL QUASICONFORMALITY
The extremal quasiconformal maps w(z) whose Beltrami coefficients µw(z) = ∂w/∂w
minimize the dilatation k(w) = ‖µw‖∞ play a crucial role in geometric complex analysis and
in the Teichmu¨ller space theory.
Consider the disks D = {z : |z| < 1}, D∗ = {z ∈ Ĉ = C ∪ {∞} : |z| > 1}, and let Σ0
be the class of univalent functions F µ(z) = z + b0 + b1z
−1 + . . . on D∗ with quasiconformal
extension to Ĉ, so their Beltrami coefficients range over the ball
Bel(D)1 = {µ ∈ L∞(C) : µ(z)|D∗ = 0, ‖µ‖∞ < 1}.
Define in this ball the equivalence classes [µ] and [F µ]), letting µ1, µ2 be equivalent if
the corresponding maps F µ1 and F µ2 coincide on the unit circle S1 = ∂D. These classes
are in one-to-one correspondence with the Schwarzians Swµ on D
∗ which fill a bounded
domain in the space B of hyperbolically bounded holomorphic functions on D∗ with norm
‖ϕ‖ = supD∗(|z|2 − 1)2|ϕ(z)|; it models the universal Teichmu¨ller space T, and the quotient
map φT : Bel(D)1 → T, φT(µ) = SFµ is a holomorphic split-submersion (has local sections).
The intrinsic Teichmu¨ller metric on T is defined by
τT(φT(µ), φT(ν)) =
1
2
inf
{
logK
(
wµ∗ ◦ (wν∗)−1) : µ∗ ∈ φT(µ), ν∗ ∈ φT(ν)},
where K(w) = (1 + k(w))/(1 − k(w)). It is the integral form of the infinitesimal Finsler
metric
FT(φT(µ), φ
′
T
(µ)ν) = inf{‖ν∗/(1− |µ|2)‖∞ : φ′T(µ)ν∗ = φ′T(µ)ν}
on the tangent bundle T T of T.
The Beltrami coefficient µ ∈ Bel(D)1 is extremal in its class if ‖µ‖∞ = inf{‖ν‖∞ : φT(ν) =
φT(µ)} and infinitesimally extremal if
‖µ‖∞ = inf{‖ν‖∞ : ν ∈ L∞(D∗), φ′T(0)ν = φ′T(0)µ}.
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Any infinitesimally extremal Beltrami coefficient µ is globally extremal (and vice versa),
and by the basic Hamilton-Krushkal-Reich-Strebel theorem either of these extremalities is
equivalent to the equality
‖µ‖∞ = inf{|〈µ, ψ〉D| : ψ ∈ A1(D) : ‖ψ‖ = 1}, (1)
where A1(D) is the subspace of L1(D) formed by holomorphic quadratic differentials ψ =
ψ(z)dz2 on D and the pairing
〈µ, ψ〉D =
∫∫
D
µ(z)ψ(z)dxdy, µ ∈ L∞(D), ψ ∈ L1(D), z = x+ iy.
Let F0 := F
µ0 be an extremal representative of its class [F0] with dilatation
k(F0) = ‖µ0‖∞ = sup{k(F µ) : F µ|S1 = F0|S1},
and assume that there exists in this class a quasiconformal map w1 whose Beltrami coefficient
µ1 satisfies the inequality ess supVr |µ1(z)| < k(F0) in some annulus Vr = {r < |z| < 1}, r >
0. Any such w1 is called the frame map for the class [w0], and the point of the space T
corresponding to the class [F0] is called the Strebel point.
Due to Strebel [15] (see also [3]), in any class [w] having a frame map, the extremal map w0
is unique and either conformal or a Teichmu¨ller map with Beltrami coefficient µ0 = k|ψ0|/ψ0
on D, defined by an integrable holomorphic quadratic differential ψ0 on D and a constant
k ∈ (0, 1). This is valid, for example, for domains w(D) bounded by asymptotically conformal
curves (such curves do not have angular points).
The theorem of Lakic [13], [4] yields that the set of Strebel’s points is open and dense in
T. Similar results have been established also for arbitrary Riemann surfaces.
One can define the boundary dilatation bx(w) of the maps w taking the Beltrami co-
efficients supported in the neighborhoods of t boundary points x ∈ R̂. The points with
bx(w) = k(w) are called substantial for w and for its equivalence class (see, e.g., [4, Ch. 17]).
2. KU¨HNAU’S QUESTION. RESULTS
It was established in [12], [16] that in the case of the square P 04 there are different extremal
quasiconformal reflections across its boundary (an orientation reversing quasiconformal au-
tomorphisms of the sphere Ĉ preserving pointwise the boundary ∂P 04 ), all not of Teichmu¨ller
type. Hence the corresponding class [µ] defining the maps with wµ(U) = P 04 is not a Strebel
point.
In this connection, Reiner Ku¨hnau raised many years ago the following
Question. Does there exist in the case of a ”long” rectangle the corresponding holomorphic
quadratic differential ?
We show that the answer to this question is negative, proving the following stronger results:
Theorem 1. Every bounded convex quadrilateral P4 has a non-Strebel representation in
T (hence, its outer conformal map D∗ → P ∗4 does not admit an extremal extension of Te-
ichmu¨ller type).
For the rectangles, we have more:
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Theorem 2. There exists a common substantial point z0 ∈ S1 at which the extremal quasi-
conformal dilatation k(F ∗) of any rectangle is attained.
The arguments applied in the proof of these theorems extend straightforwardly to arbi-
trary bounded convex polygons having a common outwardly tangent ellipse, in particular to
polygons obtained by affine transformations of regular polygons. So all such polygons have
substantial boundary points and thus are not Strebel.
We present briefly the needed notions and results underlying the above theorems adapting
those to our case; for details see, e.g. [1], [2], [4], [9], [12].
3. A GLIMPSE AT GRUNSKI INEQUALITIES
The proof of the theorem essentially relies on a basic result for the Grunski inequalities.
We present briefly needed facts from this theory.
The fundamental Grunsky theorem (extended to multiply connected domains by Milin)
states that a holomorphic function F (z) = z + const +O(1/z) in a neighborhood U0 of the
infinite point is extended to a univalent function on the disk D∗ if and only if it satisfies the
inequality ∣∣∣ ∞∑
m,n=1
√
mn αmnxmxn
∣∣∣ ≤ 1,
where the Grunsky coefficients αmn(F ) are determined by
log
F (z)− F (ζ)
z − ζ = −
∞∑
m,n=1
αmnz
−mζ−n, (z, ζ) ∈ (D∗)2,
taking the principal branch of the logarithmic function, and x = (xn) ranges over the unit
sphere S(l2) of the Hilbert space l2 of sequences with ‖x‖2 =
∞∑
1
|xn|2 (cf. [5]). The quantity
κ(F ) = sup
{∣∣∣ ∞∑
m,n=1
√
mn αmnxmxn
∣∣∣ : x = (xn) ∈ S(l2)}
is called the Grunsky norm of the map F .
This norm is dominated by the Teichmu¨ller norm k(F ) of this map, i.e., with the minimal
dilatation among quasiconformal extensions of F onto D (see [11], [10]); so,
κ(F ) ≤ k(F ) = tanh τT(0, SF ), (2)
where τT denotes the Teichmu¨ller distance on T). The second norm is intrinsically connected
with integrable holomorphic quadratic differentials on D (the elements of the subspace A1 =
A1(D) of L1(D) formed by holomorphic functions), while the Grunsky norm naturally relates
to the abelian structure determined by the set of quadratic differentials
A21 = {ψ ∈ A1 : ψ = ω2}
having only zeros of even order on D. It is shown in [6] that such differentials have the form
ψ(z) =
1
pi
∞∑
m+n=2
√
mn xmxnz
m+n−2 (3)
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with x = (xn) ∈ l2, and ‖x‖l2 = ‖ψ‖A1.
A crucial point here is that for a generic function F ∈ Σ0 in (2) the strict inequality
κ(F ) < k(F ) is valid; moreover, it holds on the (open) dense subset of Σ0 in both strong
and weak topologies (i.e., in the Teichmu¨ller distance and in locally uniform convergence on
D∗) (see, e.g., [6], [9], [12]).
So it is important to know whether for a concrete function F , we have κ(F ) = k(F ). In
terms of the pairing
〈µ, ψ〉D =
∫∫
D
µ(z)ψ(z)dxdy, µ ∈ L∞(D), ψ ∈ L1(D) (z = x+ iy),
such functions are completely characterized by the following
Lemma 1. [6], [10] For all F ∈ Σ0,
κ(F ) ≤ k k + α(F )
1 + α(F )k
, k = k(F ),
and κ(F ) < k unless
α(F ) := sup {|〈µ, ψ〉D| : ψ ∈ A21, ‖ψ‖A1(D) = 1} = ‖µ‖∞; (4)
the last equality is equivalent to κ(F ) = k(F ). Moreover, for small ‖µ‖∞,
κ(F ) = sup |〈µ, ψ〉D|+O(‖µ‖2∞), ‖µ‖∞ → 0,
with the same supremum as in (4).
If κ(F ) = k(F ) and the equivalence class of F (the collection of maps equal to F on
S1 = ∂D∗) is a Strebel point, then the extremal µ0 in this class is necessarily of the form
µ0 = ‖µ0‖∞|ψ0|/ψ0 with ψ0 ∈ A21. (5)
Geometrically, (4) means the equality of the Carathe´odory and Teichmu¨ller distances on
the image of the geodesic disk D(µ0) = {tµ0/‖µ0‖∞ : t ∈ D} in the space T. For functions
F ∈ Σ0 holomorphic in the closed disk D∗, the relation (5) was also obtained by a different
method in [12].
Note also that the Grunsky coefficients αmn(F ) are holomorphic functions of the Schwarzians
ϕ = SF on the universal Teichmu¨ller space T, and for each x = (xn) ∈ S(l2) the series
hx(ϕ) =
∞∑
m,n=1
√
mn αmn(ϕ)xmxn (6)
defines a holomorphic map of the space T into the unit disk D so that κ(F ) = sup
x
|hx(SF )|.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We first prove the second theorem answering directly Ku¨hnau’s question and illustrating
the main features.
Let P 04 be the unit square centered at the origin, and let µ0 ∈ Bel(D)1 be an extremal
Beltrami coefficient for P 04 , i.e., for the extremal extension of the outer conformal map
FP ∗0 : D
∗ → P ∗0 .
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As was mentioned above, this µ0 is not Teichmu¨ller; hence, there exist a point z0 on
the unit circle S1 and a degenerating sequence {ψn} ⊂ A1(D) such that ψn(z) → 0 locally
uniformly on D, ‖ψn‖A1(D) = 1, and the boundary dilatation at z0 satisfies
bz0(F
µ0) = k(wµ0) = lim
p→∞
| < µ0, ψp >D |. (7)
On the other hand, since for the square (as well as for any rectangle) its outer conformal
mapping function F ∗ = FP ∗0 has equal Grunsky and Teichmu¨ller norms, Lemma 1 and (3)
yield that all ψp in (7) belong to A
2
1(D) and hence,
ψp(z) =
1
pi
∞∑
m+n=2
√
mn xpmx
p
n z
m+n−2, (8)
where xp = (xp1, . . . , x
p
n, . . . ) ∈ S(l2). So from (7) and (8), we have
bz0(F
∗) = κ(F ∗) = k(F ∗) = lim
p→∞
hxp(SF ∗). (9)
Note also that, by definition of the Grunsky norm, each hxp satisfies
|hxp(SF ∗)| ≤ κ(F ∗) = k(F ∗), p = 1, 2, . . . . (10)
We shall need also the differential version of the relations (9). Using the variation of
F µ(z) = z + b0 + b1z
−1 + · · · ∈ Σ0 with small ‖µ‖∞ given by
F µ(z) = z − 1
pi
∫∫
D
µ(w)dudv
w − z +O(‖µ
2‖∞), w = u+ iv,
one gets
bn =
1
pi
∫∫
D
µ(w)wn−1dudv +O(‖µ2‖∞), n = 1, 2, . . . ,
and
αmn(µ) = −pi−1
∫∫
D
µ(z)zm+n−2dxdy +O(‖µ‖2∞).
Combining this with (3) and (6), one derives that the differential at zero of the corresponding
map hx(tµ) in the direction determined by µ equals
dhx(0)µ = −1
pi
∫∫
D
µ(z)
∞∑
m+n=2
√
mn xmxn z
m+n−2dxdy = −〈µ, ψ〉D. (11)
One can assume that the vertices of a rectangle P4 are the points (±1, 0), (±1,±1+ia), a >
0, so each P4 is obtained from the square P
0
4 by an affine transform
w = t1z + t2z
with real t1, t2, and use the parameter t = t2/t1 ∈ (−1, 1) measuring the affinity. The map
b(t) = SF ∗t : (−1, 1)→ T defines a curve Γ in T whose points represents all rectangles P4.
Now, using the chain rule for Beltrami coefficients µ, ν from the unit ball in L∞(C),
wµ ◦ wν = wσν(µ) with σν(µ) = (ν + µ1)/(1 + νµ1)
and µ1(z) = µ(w
ν(z))wνz/w
ν
z (so for ν fixed, σν(µ) depends holomorphically on µ in L∞
norm), we consider the composite maps
Wt = g
t ◦ wµ0 (12)
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with complex t ∈ D. Their Schwarzians SWt fill in the space T a holomorphically embedded
non-geodesic disk Ω0 = b(G0) which is the image of a simply connected domain G0 ⊂ C
containing the interval (−1, 1) corresponding to rectangles.
We now take the restrictions ĥp := hxp(SFσµ0(µ)) of functions hxp to the disk Ω0 and apply
these restrictions to pull backing the hyperbolic metric ds = |dζ |/(1 − |ζ |2) of D. This
provides on the disk Ω0 the conformal metrics ds = λĥp(t)|dt| with
λ
ĥp
(t) = ĥ∗pλD =
|ĥ′p(t)||dt|
1− |ĥp(t)|2
(13)
of Gaussian curvature −4 at noncritical points. Consider their upper envelope
λ∞(t) = supλĥp(t),
taking the supremum over all p = 1, 2, . . . and all µ = µ(t) ∈ Bel(D)1 with φT(µ) =
S
Fσµ0(µ)
∈ Ω0, and pick its upper semicontinuous regularization
λ̂∞(t) = lim sup
t′→t
λ̂∞(t
′).
The standard arguments (cf. e.g., [1], [8]) imply that λ̂∞(t) is a logarithmically subharmonic
metric on Ω0 of the generalized Gaussian curvature at most −4, which means that
∆ log λ̂∞ ≥ 4λ̂2∞,
where ∆ denotes the generalized Laplacian
∆u(ζ) = 4 lim inf
r→0
1
r2
{ 1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
u(ζ + reiθ)dθ − λ(ζ)
}
(for u ∈ C2, it coincides with the usual Laplacian).
Arguing similarly with all functions (6) and taking supremum over all x ∈ S(l2) and
µ ∈ Bel(D)1, one obtains on Ω0 the canonical plurisubharmonic Finsler metric λκ generated
by the Grunsky structure on the space T, also of curvature κ(λκ) ≤ −4. Both metrics λ∞
and λκ are dominated by the infinitesimal Kobayashi metric λK of the space T (equal to its
Teichmu¨ller metric by the Royden-Gardiner theorem) via
λ∞ ≤ λκ ≤ λK.
It is shown in [8] that for any rectangle P4 its outer conformal map F
∗ has equal Grunsky
and Teichmu¨ller norms, i.e., κ(F ∗) = k(F ∗), and this implies the equality of metrics λκ and
λK on the whole disk Ω0.
The above construction yields (see the relations (9)-(11)) that the minimal metric λ∞
coincides with its dominants λκ and λK, in the base point t = 0 representing the square P
0
4 :
λ∞(0) = λκ(0) = λK(0). (14)
To compare λ∞ with either of two other metrics on the whole disk Ω0, we apply the following
basic facts.
Lemma 2. [7] The infinitesimal form λK of the Kobayashi-Teichmu¨ller metric on the tangent
bundle T (T) of T is continuous, logarithmically plurisubharmonic in ϕ ∈ T and has constant
holomorphic sectional curvature κK(ϕ, v) = −4 (hence ∆ log λK = 4λ2K).
The global Kobayashi and Teichmu¨ller distances are logarithmically plurisubharmonic in
each of their variables on T×T (cf. [7]).
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Lemma 3. (Minda’s maximum principle [14]) If a function u : D → [−∞,+∞) is upper
semicontinuous in a domain D ⊂ C and its generalized Laplacian satisfies the inequality
∆u(z) ≥ Ku(z) with some positive constant K at any point z ∈ D, where u(z) > −∞, and
if
lim sup
z→ζ
u(z) ≤ 0 for all ζ ∈ ∂D,
then either u(z) < 0 for all z ∈ D or else u(z) = 0 for all z ∈ Ω.
Take a sufficiently small neighborhood U0 of the point t = 0, and let
M = {supλK(t) : t ∈ U0};
then in this neighborhood, λK(t) + λ∞(t) ≤ 2M and the function
u = log
λ∞
λK
= log λ∞ − log λK
satisfies
∆u = 4λ2
∞
− λ2
K
≥ 8M(λ∞ − λK).
The elementary estimate
M log(t/s) ≥ t− s for 0 < s ≤ t < M
(with equality only for t = s) implies that
M log
λ∞(t)
λK(t)
≥ λ∞(t)− λK(t),
and hence,
∆u(t) ≥ 4M2u(t).
The equality (14) for the square P0 implies that all metrics λ∞, λκ, λK must be equal in the
entire disk Ω0 (hence, are continuous on this disk).
Now observe that, due to a well-known basic result of potential theory, a subharmionic
function in a domain Ω ⊂ Rn can be different (smaller) than its upper semicontinuous
envelope only on a subset E ⊂ Ω of the capacity zero, hence also of the Lebesgue n-measure
zero.
Applying this to our metric (13), one derives from the above construction and relations (1),
(9), (11) that omitting a nowhere dense subset E ⊂ Ω0, the extremal Beltrami coefficients
µ0(·, t) corresponding to t ∈ Ω0 \ E satisfy the equality
‖µ0(·, t)‖∞ = sup
p
|〈µ0(·, t), ψp〉D|. (15)
Such an equality can hold only when µ0(·, t) are not of Teichmu¨ller type (since the Te-
ichmu¨ller extremal coefficients do not have the substantial boundary points and cannot
attain their dilatation on the degenerated sequences).
The remaining rectangles P (t) with t ∈ E also cannot be Strebel points, since by the
Lakic theorem the set of such points is open in the space T.
It remains to establish the last conclusion of Theorem 2 on existence of a common sub-
stantial point z0 ∈ ∂D for all rectangles P (t), t ∈ Ω0.
Let µt = µ0(·, t) and consider the maps F sµt with sufficiently small |s| so that ‖SF sµt‖B < 2.
Then
s〈µt, ψp〉D = 〈νF sµt , ψp〉D, (16)
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where
νϕ(z) =
1
2
(1− |z|2)2ϕ(1/z)1/z¯4
means the harmonic Beltrami coefficient of the Ahlfors-Weill extension of the map F µ ∈ Σ0
whose Schwarzian SFµ = ϕ, provided that ‖ϕ‖B < 2. These coefficients are connected with
the initial extremal coefficients µt via
νF sµt = sµt + σ(s, t),
where σ(s, t) belong to the annihilating set for A1(D), i.e., 〈σ(s, t), ψ〉D = 0 for all ψ ∈ A1(D)
(this set coincides with kerφ′
T
(0)).
Noting that the harmonic coefficients νϕ depend holomorphically on ϕ ∈ T and the metric
λK is continuous on the space T, one extends by applying (16) the initial equality (15) to
t ∈ Ω0 \ E. This implies that for each t ∈ Ω0, the L∞-length ‖µ0(·, t)‖∞ is attained on a
subsequence from the initial sequence {ψp}. This completes the proof of the theorem.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The idea of the proof of this theorem (without assertion on a common substantial point) is
similar to the case of rectangles taking into account that the basic property κ(F ∗) = k(F ∗)
holds for every bounded rectilinear convex quadrilateral P4.
We first establish the assertion of Theorem 1 for trapezoids. Given a trapezoid P4, one
can inscribe an ellipse E tangent to all sides of P4. Now take an affine map g(w) moving
E into a circle. Then in view of affinity, the image P 04 = g(P4) is a rectilinear quadrilateral
with a common tangent from the outward circle, and Werner’s construction in [16] implies
an extremal quasiconformal reflection across the boundary of P 04 with a variable dilatation
function, thus not Teichmu¨ller; equivalently, P 04 is not a Strebel point in T.
The collection of all affine deformations of P 04 , by applying the composed maps (12),
generates a holomorphic disk Ω ⊂ T representing quadrilaterals. One can repeat for this
disk all the above constructions from the proof of Theorem 2 giving the corresponding
subharmonic infinitesimal metrics on Ω. After a similar comparison, one obtains that the
original quadrilateral P4 by itself cannot be obtained from D by a Teichmu¨ller extremal map.
We now pass to the generic quadrilaterals. It suffices to prove the theorem for bounded
quadrilaterals P4 = A1A2A3A4 (with vertices Aj ordered accordingly to positive direction of
∂P4) which have a line L inside P4 drawn from the vertex A1 parallel to the opposite edge
A2A3 such that L separates this edge from the remaining vertex A4.
Fix such a quadrilateral P 04 = A
0
1A
0
2A
0
3A
0
4 and consider the collection P0 of quadrilaterals
P4 = A
0
1A
0
2A
0
3A4 with the same first three vertices and variable A4; the corresponding A4
runs over a subset E of the thrice punctured sphere Ĉ\{A01, A02, A03}. One such quadrilateral
is a trapezoid, which we denote by P ∗4 = A
0
1A
0
2A
0
3A
∗
4. We know that its extremal Beltrami
coefficient µ0 is not Teichmu¨ller and that its outer conformal map has equal Grunsky and
Teichmu¨ller norms.
For any P4 ∈ P0, the conformal map F of disk D∗ onto the complementary complement
P ∗4 is represented by the Schwarz-Christoffel integral
F (z) = d1
z∫
0
4∏
1
(ζ − ej)αj−1 dζ
ζ2
+ d0, (17)
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where ej = F
−1(Aj) ∈ S1, piαj is the interior angle at Aj for P ∗4 , and d0, d1 are two complex
constants. Let F 0 denote the conformal map for the complement of P 04 .
One obtains from the general properties of quasiconformal maps and (17) that the loga-
rithmic derivatives bF = (logF
′)′ = F ′′/F ′ of maps F defining the quadrilaterals P4 ∈ P0
are (for a fixed z) real analytic functions of t = A4. Passing to their Schwarzians
SF = b
′
F −
1
2
b2F ∈ T,
one can find a smooth real arc Γ = b(t) ⊂ T containing the point SF 0 and the points
corresponding to trapezoids; here b denotes the map t = A4 → SF .
Since T is a domain, there is a tubular neighborhood containing Γ; therefore, Γ is located
on some nonsingular holomorphic disk of the form Ω = F(G) ⊂ T, where G again is a
simply connected planar domain containing G. This disk is not geodesic in the Teichmu¨ller-
Kobayashi metric on T and does not pass through the base point of this space, but one
can apply to it the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2 constructing by (6) the
holomorphic maps hx for the Schwarzians of compositions Wt = g
t ◦ F ∗, where the initial
map W0 = F
∗ is the outer conformal map of a trapezoid P ∗4 ∈ P0 and gt runs over this
collection.
The restrictions of these maps to the disk Ω determine by pulling back the hyperbolic
metric of the unit disk the corresponding conformal metrics of type (13), and one can apply
to their upper semicontinuous envelope λ∞ the same aruments as in the proof of Theorem 2,
getting that for any P4 ∈ P0 its extremal Beltrami coefficients is deternined by a degenerating
sequences and hence not Teichmu¨ller. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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